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Abstract
A mathematical abstraction of the model studied in this paper can be formulated as
follows: find the optimal value of Zmu = max ( L wi(a)}. where n is an
[leB. ieS.(a)
integer, Bn is the set of alljeasible solutions, Sn(a) is a set of integers (objects), and
Wi(O:) is the weight assigned to the i-th object in the a-th feasible solution. OUf
interest lies in finding the asymptotically exact solution to this optimization problem
in a probabilistic framework, that is, under assumption that the weights are nmdom
variables drawn independently and having identical distribution function. Such a
formulation of the problem and the obtained solution. allows us to study in a uni-
form manner a large class of problems investigated vigorously in computer science
over the last two decades. Among others we mention here: the assignment problem
or perfect matching in bipartite graphs, the traveling salesman problem, the
minimum spanning tree, the minimum weighted k-clique, the geometric location
problem, the height of digital trees and so forth. Fmally, we shall discuss algo-
rithmic implications of the obtained solution.
1. MOTIVATION
Most algorithm designs are finalized to the optimization of the asymptotic worst-case per-
formance. Insightful. elegant and generally useful constructions have been set up in this
endeavor. Along these lines, however, the design of an algorithm is usually targeted at coping
efficiently with unrealistic, even pathological inputs and the possibility is neglected that a
simpler algorithm might perform just as well, or even better in practice.
This probabilistic approach to design algorithms was practically fulfilled a decade ago
when it became clear that the prospects for showing the existence of polynomial time algorithms
for NP-hard problems, were very dim. (Students of operations research, as opposed to those
studying computer science, are convinced in the probabilistic heuristics, since in the very early
• This research w as ruworted in pan by NSF grant NCR·S702l1S.
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yeaIS of their study, they became familiar with. the simplex method of linear programming
which has exponential worst case behavior, but acceplable average case, i.e.• practical complex-
ity.) This fact. and apparently high success rate of heuristic approaches to solving certain
difficult problems in practice, led Richard Karp [13] to undertake a more serious investigation of
probabilistic approximation algorithms. The last few years witnessed an increasing interest in
the probabilistic approach to the NP-hand problems [10,13,14,15,18,19,20,21,26).
Set aside the realm of approximation algorithms for NP-hand problems. then achieving a
good average case performance is rarely the primary objective of algorithm design. This may
surprise us, since algorithms that achieve this objective are also likely to be practically efficient.
In assessing algorithmic performance. the average case analysis is often a more fruitful
approach. By contrast, there are a number of algorithms and data structures for which the worst
case analysis is unjustified or may lead to very expensive constructions. For example, in digital
trees [2,15] with finite number of keys of (possible) unbounded length, the worst case analysis
may lead for pathological input to unbounded search time. On the other hand, additional
rebalancing constructions (e.g., AVL-tree [2,15]) applied to such digital trees, are very expen-
sive operations. It turns out, however, that under mild assumptions, such trees are well bal-
anced in practice [23], and therefore, the trees do not need to be restructured in order to keep
them balanced.
Enlightened by these motivations, we undertake in this paper a study of a class of prob-
lems in a probabilistic framework. A general mathematical model of these problems can be for-
mulated as follows: For every integer ", find the optimal value of Zmax = max ( L wj(a))
aeB. ieS.(a)
(Zmin respectively), where B/'I is the set of all feasible solutions, SIl(a) is the set of all objects
belonging to the a-th feasible solution, and Wj(a.) is the weight assigned to the i-th object. For
example, in the traveling salesman problem, BII represents the set of all Hamiltonian palhs in a
graph with n vertices, SII(a.) is the set of edges which fall into the a.-th Hamiltonian path, and
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Wi(a) is the length of the i~th edge. In our probabilistic framework, we assume that the weights
wi(a) are random variables drawn independently wilh a common distribution function Fe·). Our
interest lies in finding the asymptotically exact values of all moments of Zmax and Zmin. In
addition, we describe the asymptotic behavior of Zmax (Zmin) in probability and almost surely
(with probability one) sense for a large class of distribution functions F(-). Finally, we apply
these results to study heuristic algorilhms for such problems as the traveling salesman problem
[6,10,13,14,26], the assignment problem [6,9,19,25,261, the minimum spanning tree [4,5,12,15],
the minimum weighted k-clique problem [19.4,5], the geometric location problem [21] and the
heigbt of digital trees [3,7,15,23,24].
In this paper, we would rather investigate a mathematical abstraction of a class of prob-
lems than a particular problem. Also, our solution, that is. asymptotically exact value of the
objective function Z max (2 min), is general in the sense that a large class of distribution functions
are considered. Some of the problems shown above have been investigated in the past
[3,6,9,14,18,19,24,25,26], however, the approach undertaken in this paper is similar only to the
work. of Weide [26] and partially to Luker [19]. Nevertheless, Weide in his work. has rather
concentrated on (random) graphs, while we do not. We solve also, the open problem suggested
by Weide, that is, we obtain asymptotically exact solutions in the cases the author of [26] pro·
vides only upper bounds. In addition, our techniques are completely different. Weide, as well
as Luker [19] and others, in order to obtain their estimates, need to know the solution of the
problem for unweighted random graphs. Our technique, which is very powerful and can be
applied to many other problems (e.g., maximum queue length, etc.), avoids this requirement
which, in fact, drastically limits application of Weide's results, even to graph problems.
TItis paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we rigorously Connulate our prob-
lem, illustrate it in seven examples and present our main results. Section 3, provides proofs of
these results, with some more interesting implications. Finally, Section 4 is more algorithmic
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oriented and shows how our results can be applied to conslruct approximately sound algorithms
to some interesting problems.
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MAIN RESULTS
Let n be an integer (e.g., number of vertices in a graph. number of keys in a digital tree,
etc.), which we further call the parameter of the problem. We are interested in the optimal
value of Zmax. (Zmin) defined as
Zmv; = max L wi(a)
(te B8 i E S.(ct)
(2.1)
(for Zmin the operator max is replaced by minimum), where Bn is a set of all feasible solutions.
8,,(a) is a coWltable set of objects which belong to the a-th feasible solution, and wj(a) is the
weight assigned to the i-th object in the a-th feasible solution. Throughout this paper, we adopt
the following assumptions:
CA) The cardinality IBn I of B" is fixed and equal to m. The cardinality 18,.(0.)1 of the
set SII(a) does not depend on (Xe B". and for all a it is equal to N, i.e.,
IS.(a)1 = N.
(B) For all ex E Bn and i E S,,(a) the weights wj(a) are identically and independently
distributed (ij.d) random variables with common distribution function F(·).
The assumption (B) defines a probabilistic model of our problem (2.1), and therefore, we
must investigate Zmax as a random variable. We shall ask for the asymptotic behavior of all
moments of ZmllX and Zmin as n becomes large. In addition, we present some results on the
asymptotic behavior of ZmllX that holds either in probability or almost surely, i.e., with probabil-
ity one (see [8,19,22,26] for definitions). Before we plug onto the analysis, we discuss some
important examples of our problem.
Example 2.1. linear assignment problem or perfect matching in bipartite graph
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Given an n x n matrix {ajj} ri '" 1. the problem is to find a pennutation ex:
•n, 2 •... , n} --7 {I, 2 •...• n} that maximizes or minimizes L Qja(i). In our notations. B"
'-:ol
is a set of all permutations of{l,2, ...• n}, SnCa) = (I, 2, ... , nJ, and
•
Zmax = max L a'-,ae;)
lIE B. i=1
(2.2)
Note that IBn r = n, ISileo.) I = n and the weights Wj(cx) = QiCt(i). This problem is equivalent to
the pedect matching in a bipartite graph [25].
Example 2.2. Traveling salesman problem
Let G11 be a graph with n vertices. We assign a (random) weight wij for every edge (i,j),
i,j = I, 2 •... , belonging to the graph G/I" The traveling salesman problem is to find a palh
through all vertices with the minimum weight. Of course, this can be fonnulated as OUf pooh-
lem (2.1) with B" being the set of all Hamiltonian path and S,,(o.) is a set of n - 1 edges in the
a-th Hamiltonian path, that is. N = ISIl(a) I = n - 1. The cardinality of Bn depends on the
srructure of the graph, and general formula for m = IBn f can be found in [12]. For example, if
Gn is a complete graph, then IBn I = (n - I)!
Example 2.3. The minimwn spanning tree
As in the previous example, the graph Gn wil.h n vertices is given. We optimize Zmin with
Bn interpreted as the set of all spanning trees, and Sn(ll.) with 1Sn(ll.) I = N = n - 2, as the set of
edges belonging to the ll.-th spanning tree. The cardinality of Bn depends on the structure of Gn
and a general formula on IBn I can be found in [12]. For example, in [12] we find that in a
complete graph, there is IBn I = m = nn-2 rooted labeled trees.
Example 2.4. The minimum weighted k-cJique
In a graph Gn with n vertices. we call a subgraph k-clique if it is spanned over k adjacent
- 6 -
vertices [4,5,19]. In addition. it is assumed that a weight Wij is assigned to each edge (l,j) in
Gn• i,j = 1, 2 •... , n. The objective function Zmin has the form of (2.1) with Btl being the set
of all k-cliques and Sn(a.) the set of edges belonging to the a-th k-clique. The cardinalities of
IB" I = m and IS/I(o.:) I = N, in general. depends on the structure of Gn> but for instance in the
complete graph Gn• one immediately finds m = [Z) and N = [~). Throughout the paper, we
shall use the notation C: for the Newton coefficient [Z). to simplify some of our formulas.
In the next two examples, either the weight function is not given explicitly or/and the dis-
bibution function FO of the weight must be computed from the model description.
Example 2.5. Geometric location problem
We present here only a one dimensional version of the problem. Let n points be randomly
thrown into a line and let k < n. The problem is to select k points out of n, such that the dis-
tance from each point to the closest point in the set of k points achieves the minimum value.
We can fonnulate this geometric location problem in tenns of our notation, noting that the set
of feasible solution is the set of all selection of k points out of n, that is, IB" I = m = C~. Of
course IS,,(a) I =N =n, but we must define the weight wi(a). Let dij denote the distance
between the i-th and the j-th point Let Aa(k), a= 1, 2, _..• m contain the indices of the
selected k points. Then
The distribution of wj(a) depends on the distribution function of dij . For example, if one
assumes that n points are selected in such a way that the distance between two consecutive
points is distributed according to a distribution function F('), then wj(a) is also F(-) distributed.
Example 2.6. The height ofdigital trees (trie)
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In this example we deal with a digital data structure called a Uie [2. 15], and our interest
lies in computing the average value of the height. More precisely, let X 10 Xz •...• Xfl be n
strings of (possible) unbounded lengths formed by symbols from an alphabet I: of cardinality V.
For further simplifications, we assume a binary alphabet, e.g.• I: = {O,l} and V = 2. (All results
are trivially extended to V-ary alphabet) A me is built in a standard manner from the words
(keys) Xl> X 2 ••..• Xfl [2,24J. that is, to insert a key, we split it into digits and 0 means "go
left", and 1 means "go right" until an empty space is available for the insertion. All keys are
stored in the so called external nodes and the access path from the root to an external node is a
minimal prefix of the information contained in the external node. In [24], Szpankowski (see
also [37]) has introduced the so called alignment or common operator, which is used to evaluate
such tree parameters as height, depth, external path length, etc. The common (alignment) opera-
tor Cij = com(Xi'Xj ) is defined as the length of the longest sLring, that is, prefix of Xi and Xj.
Thus, Cij = k iff Xi and Xj agree exactly on their first k positions, but differ on their (k+l)-st.
In [24], it is shown that the height Hn of a Lrie built from X I, X2 , ... , Xn is given by
Hn = max {C jj} + 1
lS;i<jS;n
(2.2)
Formula (2.2) suggests that the problem can be reduced to our original formulation (2.1), if one
defines ZmllX = Hn and the weights as com{Xi,Xj ). Moreover, the cardinality of the set of feasi-
ble solution Bn is obviously by (2.2) m = n(n - 1)12, while ISn(a) I = N = 1. The model will
be fully described if one defines the probabilities framework, and one computes the distribution
function for Cij. We adopt the following two assumptions:
(i) The symbols of a word Xj , j = I, 2 , ... , n, are drawn independently from the
alphabet 1::= {O,l}, and 0 occurs with probability p, while l's with probability
q = I-p.
(ii) The words X I, X2 , ... , Xn are statistically independent
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Assumptions (i}{ii) defines the so called Bernoulli model. Then it is an easy exercise to see
that
Pr{C ij = k} = pt(I-P) k = 0, 1 .... , (2.3)
where P = p2 + q2. Hence, the distribution function for the weights Cjj is
F(l) = Pr{Cij ~ I) = 1 - pi, and this completes the description of the model in terms of our
original problem.
o
In some situations, our basic assumptions (A) and (B) are too restrictive. Therefore, we
consider also two generalizations of our original problem, that is, we replace (A) and (B) by a
more general assumptions:
(A') The cardinality of 811 (a) depends on a E B lI • that is. ISn(a) I = No;_
(B') The weights wj(a) are dependent random variable with different distribution func-
lions.
Finally, we generalize our original formulation (2.1). Let f: R -4 R be a function, then we






In practice our extended model finds many applications. We discuss below two of them.
Example 2.la. Assignment problem - (continuation)
In Example 2.1, we have restricted ourselves to linear assignment problems. In general,
we are interested in the extension of the basic model (2.2). For example, in the square assign-
ment problem, the objective function is given by (i.e., f (x) = x 2)
"Z!nu. = max L ara(i)
ae B. j=l
(2.5)
Even more interesting extension can be obtained, if one assumes that the given matrix
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{aij} r,j = 1 is symmetric, that is, in terms of perfect bipartite matching, we assume that the graph
is undirected. Then assumption (B) does not hold any longer, since some of Qia(i) might be
dependent For example, let n = 2 and a(l) = 2, cx(2) = 1, hence ZmllX = a 12 + 021 = 2a12.
since a12 = aZl by symmetry.
Example 2.7. Suffix tree and the heightofit
Suffix tree is a digital tree (trie), as the ODe we discussed in Example 2.6. but the keys are
very dependent More precisely, let X = XtX2X3 .•. I be a string of (possible) unbounded
length, and let Si = XjXj+l • •• be the i-th suj'fix. of X, i = 1, 2 •... I n. We slore the first n
suffixes of X in a me in the same manner as discussed in Example 2.6. Such a digital tree is
called suffix tree or position tree [2,3]. To analyze the height of it, we adopt our probabilistic
framework from the Example 2.6 with lhe assumption (ii) obviously replaced by
(ii') The words 51, 52, ...• Sn are statistically dependent in the sense that they are consecu-
tive suffixes of a given (random) word X.
Above in Example 2.6, we have argued that for any trie the height can be computed as in (2.2),
that is, through the knowledge of (now called) self-alignments C jj (i.e., Cjj = k iff Sj and Sj
agree exactly on k symbols, but differ on their (k+l)-st). Thus, we have reduced the problem of
computing the height of (random) suffix tree to our original fonnulation, however, this time nei-
ther assumption (A) or (B) hold, but (N) and (B') are satisfied. Indeed, note that the weight,
that is, the self-alignment C jj depends on i and j, but fortunately in such a manner that the dis-
tribution of Cij depends only on the difference d = Ij - i I. Let us denote this random variable
by Cd. For example, C 12, C 23 , ... , CII-tll have the same distribution as C I (i.e., d = 1). In.. .
order to complete the formulation of the model, we need to compute the distribution function of
Cd, i.e., Fd(k) = Pr{Cd < k}. This is the most intricate computation we have discussed so far.
Nevertheless, in [3] we have estimated the complement function of F(k), that is,




Note that for each d = I, 2 •... , n there are n - d random variables Cd with the distribution
function given by (2.6). We shall use this fact in Section 4 to evaluate the height of suffix trees.
o
In the rest of this section, we summarize our main results and discuss some of their impli-
cations. We present here only results for OUf basic model with assumptions CA) and (B). In
Section 3 and 4, we discuss some extension of these results.
Under assumptions CA) and (B). the sum L wj(a) is a sum of N = IS/I(a) I U.d. ran-
i E S~(a)
dam variables, each having distribution function F(·). We denote the distribution function of
this sum by FNO. and from elementary probability, it is known that the density function
,
fN(X) = FN(X) is a N-convolution of the densities f(x) = F'(x) [8]. Let also R (x) and RN(x)
denote 1 - F(x) and 1 - FN(x), respectively. We call R(x) a reliability function. With this
notation in mind, we can present our main result.
PROPOSITION. Let assumptions (A) and (B) hold, and the objective functions Zmax and
Zmin is given by (2.1).
(i) If on and bn are the smallest and the largest solutions of
(2.7)
respectively, then for any distribution function F(·), the following bounds hold
~
EZmax ::;; an + m f RN(x)dx..
b.





(li) If the distribution function F(·) satisfies
F(z) < 1 for all x (2.9.)
1 - F(cx) = 0 for all
I-F(x)
c> 1 (2.9b)
then the following asymptotically exact results hold for all r = I, 2 •...•
EZinu = a~(l + 0(1»
EZirun = b~(l + 0 (1»
(2.10.)
(2. lOb)
that is, EZ~u. - a~ and EZ~in - bn for the r-th moment of Zmax and Zmin respec-
tively.
(iii) If hypothesis (2.9) of (ii) hold, then the following refinements are true
Zmax - an' Zmin - b" in probability
as n tends to infinity. In addition almost surely (Le.• with probability one)
(2.11)
lim Zmax s: I, lim
n-Jooo an 11-1'-
w.p.! (2.12)
where w.p.l means with probability one.
o
The application of the Proposition crucially depends on satisfactory solutions of the fol-
lowing two problems:
(1) Explicit fannula for the N-th convolution of the distribution function F(x), that is,
(2) Asymptotic solution to the (nonlinear) equations (2.7).
One way to get around these difficulties, is to consider special classes of distribution for
which FN(x) can be computed. We investigate three kinds of disLribution F(x), namely
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• gamma distribution gamma (~.A.) with the density function f (x) = F'(x) given by
[8,22J
f( ) _L '-1 -l.>< >0X - r(~) x e x_
• nonna! distribution N(Il,C') with the density functions as below
(2.13)
(2.14)
• unifann distribution U(O, 1) over interval [0,1] for which the distribution function is
F(x) =x O~x:::;;l (2.15)
It is well known that the sum of N U.d. gamma distributions gamma Cp,A.) and normal distribu-
tions NUL,a), are gamma (N~,y) and N(N~,~Na) respectively [8,22]. This implies that the dis-
tribution functionFN(x) is
• for gamma distribution
F ( ) = )(N@,A,r)
N x r(~)




• for norma! distribution
where cI>(x) is the error function defined as [1]
$(x) =~ j e-,212 dy2x _






FN(x) = ~, i (-I)' [1](X-k)Z. ,..,
"'Iwhere x+ = max.{O,x}.
(2.18)
Thus. with (2.16)-{2.18) the Proposition can be directly applied, assuming one solves nonlinear
equations (2.7). Note that the gamma distribution and the normal distribution satisfies condi-
lions (2.9) of Proposition (ii), while the unifonn distribution not, hence Proposition (i) must be
applied in the latter case. Some particular. but useful solutions of (2.7), are summarized in the
following Corollary, which will be fonnally proved in the next section.
COROLLARY. If the weights in our basic problem (2.1) are distributed according to:
(i) gamma (~,A) with lB. I ~ m ~ n! and N = n, then
n ~
EZmv; - I" log n + I... log log n + O(n)
I - 1$




where log(') denotes the naturallogaritlun, and Zmax. (Zmin) - fen) means asymptoti-
cally equal in the sense Zmax = fen) (1 + 0 (1».
(ii) normal distributions N(~,a), then
EZmu - NJl. + ,,-{ji ~210g m -log log m + 0(1)
EZmm - NJl.+ ,,-{ji ~210gm -log log m + 0(1)











The corollary solves, in some sense, the two difficulties (1) and (2) mentioned just after
the Proposition. Nevertheless. in the corollary, we restrict OUf interest only to a special class of
distributions for which FN(x) is known. However. there is a possibility to obtain the leading
factor in the asymplOtics of EZmax and EZmin (in fact. any moment of Zmu: and Zmin) without
knowing FN(x). Indeed, let IJ. and dl be the average and the variance of the weight Wj(cx), that




ZmllX =NIl+O.JN max {;;
aeB. aN
(2.25)
one shows immediately that the expression in the square brackets tends to the normal distribu-
tion because of the famous central limit theorem [8]. It is very tempting to draw quick conclu-
sians. Nevertheless, we not that solving for all and bn in (2.7), we must know the rate (error) in
which OUf expression tends to the normal distribution. Then depending on the values of n, we
may or may not use the central limit theorem (the error might be comparable with m-I and the
solution of (2.7) might give an incorrect answer). Details are provided in the next section,
while here we present our main conclusion in the fonn of the following.
THEOREM (Normal approximation). Ifm = O(NP) where p is a fixed constant, and the distri-




Note for example that (2.26) does not hold for gamma distribution with m = n! (see (2.19),
(2.20», simply because m is not of a polynomial order of n.
Fmally, we briefly comment here on the application of our result to lhe design of approxi-
mate algorithms. A more detailed discussion of this issue is contained in the last section of the
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paper. Our Proposition and the Corollary, as well as the Theorem. provide WIder some mild
condition of the distribution function F(·), the leading factor in the asymptotic approximation of
all moments of Zmax. as well as convergence of Zmax in probability and with probability one.
TIlls tells us how to construct a sound approximate algorithm for some NP-hard problems in the
sense that the relative error between a heuristic and the optimal algorithms tends to zero as the
size of the problem becomes large. For example, postulate for a moment that our Propositions
show that the hUe optimal solution to an NP-hard problem (e.g., traveling salesman problem), is
ZmllX = n log n (1 + 0(1». This implies that any heuristic. no matter how simple. which solves
the problem and gives the value of Zmax asymptotically equal to n log n is a sound approxima-
tion. in the sense that the relative enQIS tends to zero as the size of the problem tends to infinity
[26]. In most cases, such heuristics are easy to construct and they naturally arise from the prob-
lem description. Moreover, based on our Theorem, we can suggest general rules on how to con-
struct good heuristics. We delay detailed discussions to the last section.
3. ANALYSIS AND MORE RESULTS
In this section, we prove our Proposition, Corollary and Theorem, providing in addition
some more results. Our main result in this section is Lemma I, which is a "locomotive" for all
of our results, and has a flavor of melhodological approach useful in many other problems deal-
ing with maximum of dependent random variables.
3.1 How to prove our proposition
Our main result, i.e., our Proposition, is based on the following Lemma concerning max-
imum of dependent random variables. Let Y1, Yz •... , Ym be a sequence of random variables
with distribution functions G1(y), Gz(y), . . . , Gm(y) respectively. Let also
RiM = 1- GiCY) = Pr{Yi ~ y} be the complement function of GiCY) (i.e., RiM is caIled relia-
bility function). We are interested in the maximum and minimum of Y I, Y z , ... , Ym' that is,
-16 -
Mm = max (YJ;
lSi Sm
Mm = max (YJ
1 S; i:!> m
The following Lemma extends slightly. the not too well known results of Lai and Robbins
[16,17].
Lemma 1. (i) If am and bm are solutions of the equations
m m
L R,(am ) = 1 L G,(bm ) = 1
..1:=1 ..1:=1
respectively, then the following inequalities hold
EMm ::; an + i j R,,(;r:)dx
..1:=1 a..
'.





(ii) If YI. Y2 I •••• Ym are identically distributed with the common distribution function
G(y) that satisfies
then for any r = O. I, ...
F(y) < 1 for all y < ~





where am and bm are the smallest and the largest roots of
(3.4)
mG(bm ) = 1 (3.5)
(iii) Let hypotheses of (ii) hold. Then, in addition,
and
lim Mm = lim _Mm_ = 1







Proof We restrict the analysis to Mm. since Mm = max {-YJ. For part (i) note that for any
1:5";$/1
m
Mm Sam + :I:[Yk - am]+
k=l
(3.8)
where x+ = max{x, OJ. Computing the average of (3.8) and minimizing the RHS of (3.8) with
respect to am' one fmds conditions (3.1) (for details see [24.3]). Fmally, note that
M:;' = max (Yi). Part (ii) and the second pan ofCiii), are proved in [16,17], so we concen-
tSiSm.
trate here on the first part of (iii). Note, that by (3.4) we have EM; = a;; (l + 0(1» and





_ - 11 > E. = 2 m2 = 0(1)
IEAlm I E. (BAlm)
so (3.6) follows.
o
In order to apply Lemma] to our basic problem (2.1), note that Zmax. (Zmin) can be




assumptions CA) and (B), the distribution function G(x) of Ya (more precisely, the density func~
lion gN(X) = G(x)) is the N-convolution of densities of the weights f (x) = F'(x). We denote
this distribution function by FN(x). Then, applying directly Lemma 1 to Zmax = max (yaJ
I SaSm
with the distribution function FN(x), one proves Proposition (i). To prove Proposition (ii) and
(iii), we need to show conditions (2.9) are equiValent to (3.3). We prove
Lemma 2. IfF(x) satisfies (2a) and (2b), thenFN(x) satisfies







Proof The condition (3.9a) trivially follows from (2.9a). To prove (3.9b), note that
I -FN(ex) =Pr{y 1 + Y, + ... + YN > ex} ,; N[I -F(cx)]
I-FN(x)=Pr{Yl + Yz + ... + YN >x} ;z.Pr{Yl >x} = I-F(x)
therefore (3.9b) follows immediately from (2.9b) and the above.
Using Lemma 2 and Lemma 1 (ii), (iii), we prove our Proposition part (ii) and (iii).
3.2 The corollary is easy to prove
o
In this subsection, we prove three statements (i}-(iii) from our Corollary. We start with
the gamma distribution (2.13) with parameters p and A. Assuming ISn(a)1 = N = n, we note
that the sum of n i.i.d. gamma distribution gamma (P,A) is gamma (nil,!..). Then simple argu-
ments lead to the following formulas on the distribution function Fn(x) and the reliability func-
lion R"ex) of gamma (nA.,x)
F (x) = y(n~,Ax)
" I'(~)'
R (x) = I'(n~,Ax)
" I'(~)
(3.10)
where the incomplete gamma functions y(a,x) and r(a,x) are defined as [I,ll]:
•
)'(a,x) = f e-l ta-1dt,
o
~
r(ax) = f e-lta-1dt (3.11)
The purpose of OUf analysis is to derive asymptotic approximation fOf solutions a" and b"
of equations (2.7). These solutions strongly depend on the value of m. From the application
viewpoint, the case m = n! is the most interesting, and we restrict aUf investigation to that case.
Also, for simplicity of algebraic manipulation., we assume 13= 1. At first, we consider ZmllX'
that is, we search for solution a" of n !R,,(a,,) = 1. It is known that for n > I and x > n - I [I]
-"''' _)" -I < I'( '_) < e-"'(Ax)"e v~ - n,~ - (Ax n + I)
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This and a rough estimation of an (ie., all = O(n log 11», suggest to approximate r(n, Ax) by
the asymptotic formula [11] rent Ax) - e-'J..J;Q..x)" for x , "". Then. tlte problem lies in solving
the following equation 0.. = 1)
or equivalently
G. - (n - 1)log G. -log n = 0 (3.12)
for large n. Let the LHS of (3.12) be denoted as J(an). We find such ~ and all that
~ ::;; all .::;; all' that is, !C!b.) > 0 and J(5,,} < O. Let
fbi =n logn +n log log n
Then
ffEn) ~ n log log n - (n - I) log log n log n < 0
for large n. On the other hand. for any e > 0 define
an =n log n +n log log n1+£
Note that
f<anJ = n log log n 1+£ - (n - 1) log log n log n 1+£ > 0
for sufficiently large n. Hence we prove that all. = n log n + n log log n + O(n). Dividing this
by A. we finally show (2.19) in Corollary (i). The proof for bn - EZmin goes the same way,
except that r(1l,X) is replaced by )'(n,x) and the following asymptotic approximation. -,
"((n,x) -~ is used [II], since we know that b" is boWlded for ~ = 1. Details are omitted
n
and left for interesting readers.




Then. the expression in the parentheses is normalized normal distribution with distribution func-
tion <I>(x) as defined in (2.17b). Using the following inequality [8]
1 '0 [ 1 1 ] I _ '0..,...... e-' ,. - - - "l-<I>(x)"..,...... e ".
v2n: x x3 v2n:
(3.14)
or equivalently 4J(x) - e-:J:
1
{2/Cx&) for x ~ 00, and applying the same line of arguments as
above, we finally prove Corollary (ii). The proof of the last part of the Corollary for the uni-
fonn distribution of the weights is rather simple. We just note that for bn we need to solve
x" = 1, SO bll = I, while for all = n - 1 solves (2.7). Since the unifonn distribution U(O.l) does
not satisfy (2.9a), we cannot apply Lemma 1 (i), and after computing the integrals. the proof of
the Corollary is done.
3.3 Be careful with the normal approximation
It is tempting to apply the central limit theorem and approximate the expression in
parentheses in (3.13) by the normalized normal distribution NCO,I). However, one must be very
careful with such an approximation and this subsection shows how to cope with the problem,
that is, how to prove our theorem.
Let for the purpose of this subsection, FN(x) denote the distribution function of
[ L w;(a) - NJl]/O..JN where Jl and cT are the average and the variance of the weights
i E s..(cr.)
Wj(a) respectively. By the central limit theorem, we know that lim FN(X) = <flex) where <flex)
N~~
is the error function given in (2.17b). So FN(x) = cI>(x) + e(x) where e(x) is the error function,
and the value of e (x) is crucial for the solution of mRN(x) = 1 and mFN(X) = 1 for all and bn in
our Proposition. In other words, to obtain sound approximation of an and bn using the central
limit theorem approach, the following condition e(x) = o(m-I) must hold. Indeed, the equation
mRN(x) = 1 leads to Cl>(x) + e(x) = ....!.., and the values of e(;c) can be omitted if e(x) «m-1.
m
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From Feller [8], we know that
,
FN(x) = 4l(X) + 'PCx} ~ N-'hk+1Pk.<X) + o(N-'/2r+l)
,t=3
(3.15)
where $CX') = e-;rNzrf2; and ptex) is a polynomial of degree k, dependent only of the moments
of the weights wj(a). but not on N and r, where r is any integer (the larger r is the better the
approximation is). For practical purposes, we can approximate 1 - c:I)(x) - e-x2!2(x&). Note
also. that the polynomial P,,(x) does not change significantly the asymptotic solution of (2.7) (
since exponential "swallows" polynomials). Therefore. selecting T such that N-1hr+1 = oem-I)
is sufficient to obtain exact (with respect to the leading factor), asymptotics for an and b". For
instance, m = o (NP), P is a constant, satisfies this condition, hence with the help of Corollary
(ii), we prove the theorem.
4. APPLICATIONS - ALGORITHMIC APPROACH
A non-mathematical reader of this paper may ask what are practical implications of the
main result. In this section, we first present some general conclusions of our work, and then
discuss in details, the seven examples from Section 2.
First of all, we note that knowing exact asymptotic expansion for Zmax' (Zmin) in the aver-
age, the probability or the almost surely sense, helps to design heuristic algorithms in the sense
that the relative error tends to zero, as the size of the problem becomes large. Indeed, let us
postulate that using our Proposition, one proves that EZ~ax = a~ (1 + 0 (1». This is the exact
optimnl value of the objective function for a large value of n. Furthermore, we assume that to
achieve this optimal value for all inputs is too expensive (e.g., NP-hard problem), so one con·
structs algorithms which has the same leading factor in the asymptotic approximation.
Mathematically speaking, Utis means that the approximate new objective function Y max satisfies
asymptotically EY~ax = a~ (1 + 0 (1») (for simplicity, it is assumed that an represents only
leading factors in the asymptotic of EZ~ax). Then, the following •'error lemma" justifies our
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previous claim.
Lemma 3. The relative error £~ = (EZ~DX - EY~o.)IEZ:-nru:. of the approximate algorithm
represented by Ymax is small for large n, that is
lim e~ =0
"~-
Proof Since EZ:-nox = a~ (1 + 0 (1» and Ey:-nax = a~ (l + 0 (1», then
(4.1)
which proves the Lemma.
e~ = 0(1) =0(1)
1 + 0(1)
o
These arguments can easily be extended to prove (4.1), in the sense of convergence in probabil-
ity and almost sure convergence. This follows immediately from Proposition (ii}-{iii) (see also
[25]).
Lemma 3 justifies approximate algorithms, but it does not tell how to construct sound
approximations. This. however, can be done by applying OUf Proposition, in particular Part (ii)
and (iii). The Proposition solves half of the problem, namely, tells us what is optimal value of
EZmax• hence it might suggest potential heuristics. A general result, how to consbUct
"optimal" approximation in the sense of Lemma 3. can be obtained from Corollary (i) and (ii).
Indeed. for example for gamma (l,A.) (i.e., exponential) distribution of weights with m = n!
(2.19) and (2.20), suggest that
E max ~ w,(a) -
lIE B8 i e S.(a)
~ E max w,(a)
ieS.(a) lSaS"
(4.2)
since E max wj(a) - ~ log n for wj(a) exponentially distributed [8], [22]. The same holds
ISjS" I\.
for nonnal distribution if one assumes, again, m = n1. Note also that (4.2) does not hold for
m = O(nP), p is a constant as proved in the theorem. Therefore, property (4.2) may be satisfied
only for problems with nonpolynomial cardinality of the set B" willi respect to n.
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If property (4.2) holds, then one can build a general heuristic algorithm, which is optimal
in the sense of Lemma 3 and which runs no faster than O(Nn). The idea of the algorithm is to
find first the maximum (minimum) in the selS (wi(I) •...• wj(n)} for each i, and then to sum it
up. This can be written in a pseudo-algol language as follows. Let L be a list of objects in the
(approximately) optimal solution of a problem satisfying (4.2). Then. the greedy algorithm is
begin
L = empty list;
for i = 1 until N do
begin
find a'" which maximizes (minimizes) wj(l) I •••• wj(n);




This program presents greedy algorithms for a class of problems. satisfying property (4.2). The
question is how to know whether a problem satisfies (4.2) or not. A partial answer can be
extracted from OUf Proposition. Corollary and Theorem. We may conclude that property (4.2)
(or its slight modification), holds if the distribution function satisfies conditions (2.9),
N = 0 (n), and m increases faster than polynomial with respect to n (see Theorem). Neverthe·
less. a full answer to that question seems to be open.
FmalIy, we discuss in some detail, the seven motivating examples from Section 2, and
provide more information on how to construct good heuristics for these algorithms.
Example 4.1. Assignment problem revisited
In that case IBn I =n! and N =n, hence for distribution function F(') satisfying (2.9)
(e.g., exponential and normal distributions), we can apply our greedy algorithm, since property
(4.2) holds. and the optimal values of Zmu and Zmin are given in the Corollary (see also
[6,19,26]). In particular, the greedy algorithm works as follows: (1) take the minimum element
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from lhe first column and delete the row in which you found the element. (2) consider the
second column (only n - 1 elements left), find the minimum element and strike out the row
with the element. (3) and so on. Note, however, that the greedy algorithm. does not work. for
distributions. which do not satisfy conditions (2.9), e.g., uniform distribution. A greedy version
for such distribution was suggested by Walkup [25], who proposed to consider not the
minimum element in each column, but the c > 1 smallest ones in each column. and he proved
that a greedy algorithm gives approximation for which the errors lends to zero for large n. The
question is whether this argument can be extended to build a general heuristic. as in Figure 1 for
distribution functions not satisfying condition (2.9).
Example 4.2. Traveling salesman problem revisited
We can apply our results to any graph for which we are able to estimate the number of
Hamiltonian paths. In particular, if the graph is complete, then IBn I = (n - I)! and N = Il,
hence Corollary can immediately apply. Also, for exponential and nonnal distributions, we can
use our general scheme in Figure 1 to construct greedy algorithms.
Example 4.3. The minimum spanning tree revisited
Actually, everything we said in Example 4.2, can be applied to this case. In particular, for
complete graph N = m - 2, m = nn-2, and the leading factor in fonnulas (2.19}-{2.22) of the
Corollary is unchanged. A greedy algorithm based on the scheme in Figure 1 can be con-
structed in a similar manner.
Example 4.4. The minimwn weighled k-clique revisited
This is a slightly different problem and the Corollary cannot be directly applied, however,
we may use our Proposition. In Example 2.4, it was shown that for this problem the cardinality
of Bn and Sn(a.) are m = C: and N = cl. respectively. Note that N does not tend to infinitely
with n, hence the Theorem cannot be applied. However, assuming that weights are nonnally
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distributed N(J.L,a) with parameter Jl. and 0', the arguments used in the proof of Corollary (ii) can
be easily extended to show that
EZmax - j.LC; +cr...jZCf log C: -lleI +ak...Jek-l) log n (4.30)
(4.3b)
where in the RHS of (4.3), we use the approximation C: - nk/k! for large n and bounded k. A
little more intricate situation arises in the case of exponential distribution of weights. In gen-
eral, the following two equations must be solved (see (3.10), (3.11»
(4.4)
to obtain asymptotics EZmu - an and EZrnin - bn • Nevertheless. using our estimate of the
incomplete gamma functions, we may prove using the same arguments as in Section 3.2. the
following approximations
EZmu - (n-k) log (n-k)
(..1:-1)
EZmiD. - n--'-[k!r(ci + l)]lICf
(4.50)
(4.5b)
FonnuIas (4.3) and (4.5) suggest that a greedy algorithm for these distributions can be con-
strueted. It imitates the algorithm in Figure 1 with some necessary modification. In the case of
Donnal distributions, the details of such an algorithm can be also found in [19].
Example 4.5. Geometric location problem revisited
In that case m = C~ and N = n, where n is the number of points and k is the set of the
selected points, k < n. The weight is understood to be the distance between two closest points,
and we assume distribution functions of such weights are given. For fixed k and bounded away
from n (i.e., k «n), m - nifk!, lherefore, we can apply our Theorem to show that for distribu~
lions F(·) satisfying (Z.9) the following asymptotics hold
EZmax - n~+ (J...JZnk log n (4.60)
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EZmin - nJ.L - (j-.JZnk log n (4.6b)
where IJ. and a2 are the mean and the variance of the distances distributed according to F(·).
Note that in that case, the greedy algoritlun described in Figure 1 cannot be applied. since m is
polynomially related to n.
Example 4.6. Digital trie revisited
In Section 2, we show that the height of a trie can formulate in terms of our problem (cf.
(2.2». In this case, the weights are interpreted as the aligrunent elj defined as the common
number of digits (Le.• prefix) of the i-th and the j-th key. By assumptions (i}-{ii) from Example
2.6, we have argued that the distribution of Cij is geomelric wilh parameter P = p2 + q2. Not-
ing that R(k) = Pr{C ij ~ k} = pk and using Lemma 1 (ii), we immediately prove that
2 (4.7)
i.e., EHn - - 210gp n. For example, for binary symmetric case EH". - 2log2 n. Furthermore,
using Proposition (iii), we show that EH" - -21ogpn in probability. These results. together
with those obtained in [23], suggest that digital trees are well balanced (in particular, for the
symmetric case), and they do not need to be restructured to keep them balanced.
Example 4.7. Suff/.X tree revisited
The suffix tree and computation of the height of it through the approach taken in our
paper, is described in Example 2.7. In particular, we note that computation of the average
height EH" of the tree can be reduced to our problem with m = n 2 and N = I, but this time the
n 2 variables are not identically disbibuted. Therefore, Lemma 1 (i) has to be used. and by
(2.6), (3.1), we seek for the solution of am of
,
L (n - d)Rd(a,) = I
d=l
(4.8)
where Rd(x) is given in (2.6). Fonnula (4.8) follows from the fact that there are (n - 1)
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alignment variables CI> (n -2) alignment variables Cz" ..• and one variable en-I. The
solution of (4.8) can be upper bounded by a solution of the following simpler equation (for
details see [3])
(4.9)
where m = n2 and an ::;; an' The asymptotic solution to (4.9) can be easily obtained and one
proves
(4.10)
where Pmax = max.{p,q} (in general. Pmax = max.{p I'PZ •..• I Pv)). Finally, to complete our
analysis. we need to evaluate the second term in (3.2a), that is, in our case
~ .
L L (n - d)RdU)· Using (4.8) and the bound (see [3] for details).
j=a. 0:=1
RdCk)::;; (pf+1 + qf+ll
where f = L: J and L· J is the floor operation, we prove
}" ~I (n - Q)RdUJ = ~ ~ (n - d)R,(a. + k) = 0 lien - dJRd(n) ~P~..] = 0(1)
Hence, by the above and (4.10) we finally obtain
(4.11)
where c is a constant. Note. that in the symmetric case, all self-alignments Cij are identically
distributed (e.g., set p = q in (2.6», and then by Lemma 1 (ii), we obtain slronger results
EHn. - 210gvn (4.12)
The consequences of these results. are discussed in details in [3]. Here we only point out that
(4.11) suggests a direct, natural construction of a suffix tree (that is, by consecutive insertion of
suffixes) takes O(n log n) time in average, while rather sophisticated methods takes O(n) time,
however, the latter uses much more complicated data structure. On the other hand, using this
- 28-
direct conslruction, one can prove that computing the full statistics wilbout overlap of all sub-
strings of a word takes O(n log n) expected time, while a more sophisticated method oriented
on the WOISt case analysis. takes O(n loWn), and so on.
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